
Here is specifically what I stated as the first paragraph of my appeal:
*****
This  appeal  is  brought  from  a  denial  of  certain  requests  for  computers,  internet  access, 
peripherals, etc, in 13 numbered paragraphs set forth upon page 6 of a court motion attached and 
incorporated into an "Inmate Request to Staff" aka "cop-out" aka BP 8 1/2 dated 7-27-10.  Here's 
how Mr. Maldonado described my request:
****
You are appealing the Warden's response to your request for permission to receive and possess a 
personally-owned  computer,  as  well  as  access  to  certain  state  law  materials.   You  seek 
permission for those items. 
****
Clearly my request is much broader than what Mr. Maldonado describes.  There are computers in 
the Education building on this  prison compound.   If  this  prison allowed us to have internet 
access,  with proper  software and peripherals,  I  could access  my state  law (and federal  law) 
materials just as I requested.  

I take exception to the failure to state the full breadth of my requests for relief.  Mr. Maldonado 
concedes, as he must,  that inmates "may solicit  or purchase legal materials  from outside the 
institution."  Yet Mr. Maldonado proposes no means whatsoever for me to purchase and receive 
state law materials, despite my uncontested claim of a bona fide need for state law materials for 
my own use, in my direct criminal appeal as well as other proceedings. 

There is no reason for this prison not to EITHER let me have possession of my own computer, or 
else to provide their own computers with internet access and appropriate software, so that I can 
access all  the legal  resources necessary to adequately protect  my legal rights,  under state or 
federal  law,  in  any  venue  whatsoever.   The  denial  of  BOTH  these  possibilities  WORKS 
TOGETHER to result  in an undeniable  violation  of  my constitutional  right  to  access  to  the 
courts.  

Warden Outlaw cited Program Statement (PS) 1315.07 for the proposition that inmates cannot 
possess computers.   I  demonstrated that this PS simply is not any authority for such a legal 
proposition.   Yet  Mr.  Maldonado compounds  the error by simply ignoring PS 1315.07, and 
claiming, without authority whatsoever, that personally owned computers are contraband.  

The American  Correctional  Association,  (ACA) publishes  "Standards  for  Adult  Correctional 
Institutions, 4th Edition.  According to this authority, an adult correctional institution should not 
prohibit harmless or beneficial behavior.  "The rules should prohibit only observed behavior that 
can be shown clearly to have a direct, adverse effect on an inmate or an institutional order and 
security."  ACA standard 4-4226, comment.   The use of prison computers, internet, etc., for 
legal  purposes,  cannot  possible  have  a  "direct,  adverse  effect"  on  any LEGITIMATE BOP 
interest.   Such use of computers,  etc.,  does  have an adverse impact  on the BOP's  power to 
maintain this unlawful incarceration, but that is an illegitimate interest.  

Mr. Maldonado misconstrues what took place at the Court of Appeals.  The Court of Appeals 
directed Stilley to exhaust his administrative remedies.  Nothing therein authorizes the BOP or 



any part thereof to evade the legal arguments actually made in order to deprive Stilley of access 
to legal resources.

Federal case law provides that persons are entitled to a disinterested arbiter of decisions.  Phelps 
v. Hamilton, 122 F. 3d 1309 1323 (10th Cir. 1997)  This is not, however, what persons in BOP 
custody are accorded.  In every case, from the lowest level to National, the inmate's cause is 
decided by his mortal enemy - the Department of Justice-Federal Bureau of Prisons (DOJ-BOP). 
These are the employees of the very institution who deprived the inmate of his liberty.  There is 
no established procedure for the inmate to have his cause decided - at any administrative level - 
by a disinterested arbiter.  

I respectfully request and demand that a disinterested arbiter consider and decide my claims, and 
give me full access, by one means or another, to the full legal resources available on the internet, 
for free or via legal service subscription.  I object to length limitations and plead the right to 
supplement the claims or arguments at any stage of the proceedings, including but not limited to 
judicial appeal.


